Alliance Forestry Tyres Tackle the Alpine Forests.
Customer:
Location:
Machine used:
Application:
Tires in use:

Bernard Roudet
L ‘Isle, France
Fendt 930
Forestry & Agricultural contracts
Alliance Forestar F342
Alliance 365 Agro Forest

The Enterprise Bernard ROUDET is a forestry and agricultural contractor company that does pruning, grinding and
transport. They are located at L ’Isle, UGINE (73), in the East of France, close the Alps.
This is the second time an Alliance tyre has equipped the firm’s Fendt 930, 310 HP MFWA tractor. Earlier the
tractor had 600/65-34 F346 on the front and 710/70R42 F365 in the rear axle. Currently it is fitted with 600/65R34
165A8 F342 in the front and in the rear a pair of 710/70R42 173A8 F365s do duty. The design of the F365 allows
the tractor to be used for forestry and agricultural activities. Alliance is the only brand to propose this radial size for
the forestry and agricultural applications.
His forestry trailers are equipped with Alliance 328 12 PR flotation tyres in size 500/50-17.
Gregory, the tractor driver, who has used the machine with a diagonal tyre in the front axles says that the radial on
the front give him a better working comfort. For Bernard ROUDET, this is “one winning choice” because the tractor
is multi-application and he has reduced his expenses of repair compared with classic agricultural tires. The
previous Alliance equipment made 3000 hours in a very tough forestry terrain and stony surfaces without any
puncture. “The tyres performed much more when compared to the competitor’s brands. It’s the reason why I
decided to fit Alliance again!”, adds Roudet.
Two years earlier, spurred by this good experience with the Alliance tyres Mr. Roudet bought a large triple axle 24
tonne Record dumper fitted with 6 178D Alliance 390 HD Flotation Radial tyres in size 650/55R26.
The firm has:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Two tractors
One excavator
One backhoe loader
Two trailers
Three spreaders

Mr. Bernard ROUDET with his Fendt 930 with
Alliance Forestry tyres.
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The Alliance equipped machines in action.
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